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ABSTRACT

The present disclosure discloses a method for multi-homing path selection of a stream control transmission protocol (SCTP). The method includes the following steps: starting quality evaluation of paths; calculating a quality evaluation value of each path; comparing the quality evaluation value of each path; and selecting a path with the highest quality evaluation value to transmit a data message. The present disclosure also discloses an apparatus for multi-homing path selection of an SCTP. By adopting the method and the apparatus, a network selects the path with the highest quality evaluation value to transmit a data message. As long as path faults affect the transmission efficiency, other path with better quality is selected for transmission, thus the capability of the network of dealing with all kinds of path faults can be improved, and the data transmission speed and quality are further improved.
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Comparing the quality evaluation value of each path, and selecting a path with the highest quality evaluation value to transmit a data message
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A network device starts quality evaluation of paths
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A timer is triggered, a Q(P) value of each path is calculated after the timer is overtime, and the Q(P) value of each path is compared, and a path with the largest Q(P) value is selected by the network device as a current path
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The network device uses an updated current path to transmit a data message, and the current processing flow is terminated
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The number S of the path quality detection heartbeat messages transmitted on each path, and the number R of corresponding received path quality detection heartbeat response messages are recorded
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the packet loss rate Q of the each path is calculated according to the formula Q=R/S after the timer is overtime
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
MULTI-HOMING PATH SELECTION OF
STREAM CONTROL TRANSMISSION
PROTOCOL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to communication data transmission technologies, and in particular to a method and an apparatus for multi-homing path selection of a Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP).

BACKGROUND

An SCTP is a most widely used transmission layer protocol in a communication network at present due to the multi-homing function of the SCTP to a great extent, which allows one SCTP connection to select and switch among a plurality of transmission paths, so that the fault-tolerance capacity of the network is improved.

The so-called multi-homing refers to that data transmission can be performed by one SCTP connection through a plurality of logic links of an Internet protocol (IP) layer among networks. Here, the logic link of the IP layer can also be referred to as a path; and there is a backup relationship between the paths, that is to say, if one path is interrupted, data can be switched to other reachable backup paths for transmission.

In the SCTP, a path fault is not only reflected by physical link interruption or unreachable routing, but also more reflected by worsened link quality, such as packet loss due to congestion, packet loss due to error codes, time delay increase, disorder or the like. In a related art, it is not ideal enough for the SCTP to deal with a link quality worsening situation. For example, path switching is performed only when a certain number of times of continuous message retransmissions is reached according to the requirement of the protocol. Under such condition, upon discontinuous interruption of the network or upon larger packet loss rate, a confirmed message may still be received after several attempts; here the number of attempts may not meet the requirement of the protocol. In this case, even if the network quality of a current path is deteriorated and service transmission is seriously affected, the SCTP may still insist on transmitting data on the original path but not selecting a backup path with better quality, thereby affecting the data transmission speed and quality.

Furthermore, the protocol further specifies that: if the current path is not a preferred path, then when the preferred path is reachable, namely, after a confirmed message or a heartbeat response message is received, the current path will be immediately switched back to the preferred path; here the preferred path is a default path of data transmission. However, the reception of a confirmed message or a heartbeat response message only shows that the network path is reachable, which does not mean the network quality of the preferred path is completely restored. Therefore, even if the preferred path is reachable, a network fault still occurs, data transmission in the case of SCTP coupling is seriously affected, accordingly. Here the SCTP coupling refers to a correspondence relationship between two SCTP ports between which a connection is established, that is to say, a network fault may seriously affect data transmission between two coupled SCTP ports.

It can be seen from the above that the current multi-homing path selection mechanism of the SCTP is designed based on the on and off attributes of a path without taking the impact of network quality of the path on data transmission speed and quality into consideration.

SUMMARY

In view of this, the present disclosure mainly aims to provide a method and an apparatus for multi-homing path selection of an SCTP, for overcoming the defects that the impact of network quality of a path on the data transmission speed and quality is not taken into consideration in a multi-homing path selection mechanism of the existing SCTP.

To achieve the above purpose, the technical solution of the present disclosure is realized in this way: a method for multi-homing path selection of an SCTP includes:

- starting quality evaluation of paths, and calculating a quality evaluation value of each path;
- comparing the quality evaluation value of each path, and selecting a path with a highest quality evaluation value to transmit a data message;
- in the above solution, the method may further include: when two or more paths have same quality evaluation values and the paths with the same quality evaluation values comprise a preferred path, a network device firstly selects the preferred path to transmit a data message, and then selects a current path to transmit a data message, and finally selects other path to transmit a data message;
- when two or more paths have same quality evaluation values and the paths with the same quality evaluation values do not comprise the preferred path, the network equipment firstly selects the current path to transmit a data message.

In the above solution, a factor which triggers the calculating of a quality evaluation value of each path may include one or any combination of: timer timeout, event trigger, network congestion, and reaching of a preset number of times of retransmissions.

In the above solution, the starting quality evaluation of paths and calculating a quality evaluation value Q(P) of each path may be:

\[ Q(P) = \frac{1 - a}{Qmax(R/S)} \]

wherein the S is the number of transmitted data packets, and after a timer is started, 1 is added to the S every time one data packet is transmitted; and the R is the number of confirmed data packets, and 1 is added to the R every time one data packet is confirmed.

the Q is a Q(P) value obtained after the path transmits a heartbeat message last time;

calculation of a quality evaluation value Q(P) of other path is: every time the network device receives an effective heartbeat response message, the Q(P) value is updated to: \[ Q(P) = (1 - a)Q(P) + a; \] when no heartbeat response message is received within a specified time, the Q(P) value is updated to: \[ Q(P) = (1 - a)Q(P); \]

the Q(P) value of other path is obtained according to a receiving situation of a heartbeat response message; a value of the a is taken from a range which is greater than 0.01 and smaller than 0.1.

In the above solution, the starting quality evaluation of paths and calculating a quality evaluation value H(P) of each path may be:

\[ H(P) = \frac{PMTU - SRTT}{Q/P} \times (0.5 \pm 0.001) \]

the PMTU represents a path maximum transmission unit; the SRTT represents a smooth round-trip cycle; the Q repre-
sents a packet loss rate of a path; and the \((Q)^{0.5}\) represents a square root of the packet loss rate;

calculation of a Q value of the current path is: \(Q=(1-a)Q+a(R/S)\);

the S is the number of transmitted data packets, and after the timer is started, 1 is added to the S every time one data packet is transmitted; and the R is the number of confirmed data packets, and 1 is added to the R every time one data packet is confirmed;

calculation of a Q value of other path is: every time the network device receives an effective heartbeat response message, the Q value is updated to: \(Q=(1-a)Q+a\); when no heartbeat response message is received within a specified time, the Q value is updated to: \(Q=(1-a)Q\);

the Q value of other path is obtained according to receiving a situation of a heartbeat response message; and

a value of the a is taken from a range which is greater than 0.01 and smaller than 0.1.

In the above solution, the starting quality evaluation of paths and calculating a quality evaluation value \(H(P)\) of each path may be:

\[
H(P) = \frac{\text{PMTU}}{(\text{TxQ})^{0.5} + 0.001}.
\]

The T represents a time delay of a path.

In the above solution, a calculation method of the Q may include:

- transmitting path quality detection heartbeat messages to each path after the timer is started;
- recording the number S of path quality detection heartbeat messages transmitted on each path, and the number R of corresponding received path quality detection heartbeat response messages; and
- calculating a packet loss rate Q of the each path according to \(Q=R/S\) after the timer is over;

In the above solution, a calculation method of the T value may include:

\[
T_{ST} = T_{ST} + (T_0 - T_{ST});
\]

after the timer is over, the path transmits n path quality detection heartbeat messages, obtains an accumulated transmission time delay \(T_{ST}\) of the n path quality detection heartbeat messages, and obtains a T value of the path according to \(T = ST/R\).

The present disclosure further provides an apparatus for multi-homing path selection of an SCTP, wherein the apparatus includes: a calculation module, a comparison module and a path selection module; wherein

- the calculation module is configured to start quality evaluation of paths, calculate a quality evaluation value of each path, and transmit the quality evaluation value of each path calculated to the comparison module;
- the comparison module is configured to, after receiving the quality evaluation value transmitted by the calculation module, compare the quality evaluation value of each path, and transmit a path with a highest quality evaluation value to the path selection module; and
- the path selection module is configured to select the path with the highest quality evaluation value to transmit a data message after receiving the path with the highest quality evaluation value transmitted by the comparison module.

In the above solution, when two or more paths have same quality evaluation values and the paths with the same quality evaluation values comprise a preferred path, the path selection module firstly selects the preferred path to transmit a data message, and then selects a current path to transmit a data message, and finally selects other path to transmit a data message;

when two or more paths have same quality evaluation values and the paths with the same quality evaluation values do not comprise the preferred path, the path selection module firstly selects the current path to transmit a data message, and then selects other path to transmit a data message.

By the method and the apparatus for multi-homing path selection of an SCTP provided by the present disclosure, quality evaluation values of paths are calculated and compared, and a path with the highest quality evaluation value is selected by a network to transmit a data message. As long as a path fault affects the transmission efficiency, other path with better quality is selected for transmission, thus the capability of the network of dealing with all kinds of path faults can be improved, and the data transmission speed and quality are further improved. On the other hand, a preferred path is switched back for data transmission only when the quality evaluation value of the preferred path is maximum among all the paths, thus the problem of slow data transmission speed in the existing SCTP because the preferred path is switched back as long as a confirmed message is received can be solved.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a flow of a method for realizing multi-homing path selection of an SCTP of the present disclosure;

FIG. 2 shows a schematic diagram of a flow of implementing the method according to Embodiment 1;

FIG. 3 shows a schematic diagram of a flow of a method for calculating a packet loss rate in Embodiment 3; and

FIG. 4 shows a schematic diagram of a structure of an apparatus for realizing multi-homing path selection of an SCTP of the present disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

The present disclosure is described below with reference to the accompanying drawings and specific embodiments in detail.

The method for realizing multi-homing path selection of an SCTP of the present disclosure is shown in FIG. 1, comprising the following steps of:

1. **Step 101**: starting quality evaluation of paths, and calculating a quality evaluation value of each path; here, a factor which triggers the calculating of a quality evaluation value of each path may either be timer timeout or event trigger, such as reception of a message; if the timer timeout is taken as a necessary condition, then the duration of the timer and the moment for starting triggering should be set before the timer is started; the factor can also be worsening of transmission quality, such as congestion, or reaching of a preset number of times of retransmissions, wherein the preset number of times can be set according to the specification of the existing protocol; and the factor can also be any combination of the four factors, namely timer timeout, event trigger, network congestion and reaching of a preset number of times of retransmissions, for example, the factor for triggering can be timer timeout as well as the reaching of the preset number of times of retransmissions;

2. **Step 102**: comparing the quality evaluation value of each path, and selecting a path with the highest quality evaluation value to transmit a data message;
here, when two or more paths have the same quality evaluation values, and the paths with the same quality evaluation values comprise a preferred path, a network device firstly selects the preferred path to transmit a data message, and then selects a current path to transmit a data message, and finally selects other path to transmit a data message; and when the paths with the same quality evaluation values do not comprise a preferred path, the network equipment should firstly select the current path to transmit a data message;

the current path refers to a path used by the network currently to transmit a data message.

The network device comprises a router, a gateway, a switch, a wireless network controller, a base station, a mobile terminal and other network element devices in various communication networks.

In general, factors affecting path network quality comprise: a packet loss rate, time delay magnitude and a change trend thereof, a disorder degree for transmitting and receiving data messages, a network bandwidth, a backlog degree of transmitting/receiving queues of the SCTP, a service call loss, or the like. A user can select part of the factors according to a requirement, and define an appropriate evaluation function according to the selected factors to calculate a quality evaluation value.

**Embodiment 1:**

The packet loss rate of a path is selected as the factor affecting path network quality in this embodiment, and an evaluation function is defined based on it, so that a network can select a path with the smallest packet loss rate as a path to transmit data. A method for the network device to select a path with the smallest packet loss rate as a path to transmit data is shown in FIG. 2, comprising the following steps:

**Step 201:** The network device starts quality evaluation of paths.

Here, the SCTP can be provided with, or not provided with the multi-homing function. Generally, the SCTP is configured with the multi-homing function in a practical application; correspondingly, after the SCTP is configured with the multi-homing function, the quality evaluation of paths is started; and if the SCTP is not provided with the multi-homing function, the quality evaluation of paths is not needed to be started.

A quality evaluation value of a path P is represented by Q(P); for a confirmed path, an initial Q(P) value is set to 1; and for an unconfirmed path, the initial Q(P) value is set to 0; the confirmed path refers to a confirmed reachable path, and the unconfirmed path refers to a confirmed unreachable path.

**Step 202:** A timer is triggered, a Q(P) value of each path is calculated after the timer is overtime, the Q(P) value of each path is compared, and a path with the largest Q(P) value is selected by the network device as a current path; here, the starting of triggering of the timer and the duration of the timer can adopt the triggering principle and the duration of a timer which is used in heartbeat message transmission in the existing SCTP; the specifications of RFC2960 and RFC4960 can be referred to for details;

a packet loss rate of the current path refers to a packet loss rate of data messages, and a packet loss rate of other path refers to a packet loss rate of heartbeat messages;

the calculation of a Q(P) value of the current path is: \( Q(P) = (1-a)Q + aR(S) \);

wherein the a is a smoothing parameter, the reciprocal of the a can be approximately interpreted as the number of transmitted messages which affects an evaluation result. For example, if \( a = 0.01 \), it means that the Q(P) value is obtained from a packet loss rate of recent 100 messages, and a value range of the a is \( 0 < a < 1 \); to make a packet loss rate of a path be more correctly and quickly reflected by Q(P), a value of the a can be preferably taken from a range \( 0.01 < a < 0.1 \);

the S is the number of data packets transmitted on the current path, the detailed explanation of the S can be seen in a RFC4960 file; after the timer is started, 1 is added to the S every time one data packet is transmitted;

the R is the number of data packets confirmed on the current path, after the timer is started, 1 is added to the R every time one data packet is confirmed; every time a receiving end receives one data packet, it returns one corresponding confirmed data packet to the network.

After the timer is overtime, the Q(P) value of the current path is calculated according to confirmed S and R values; and after the Q(P) value of the current path is calculated, the S and R values are cleared.

The calculation of Q(P) value of other path is: after the timer is started, every time the network device receives an effective heartbeat response message, the Q(P) value is updated to: \( Q(P) = (1-a)Q + a; \) when no heartbeat response message is received within a specified time, the Q(P) value is updated to: \( Q(P) = (1-a)Q \).

Here, a value of the a is the same as a value of a in the calculation of Q(P) value of the current path; the effective heartbeat response message refers to a heartbeat response message received within the time specified by the SCTP; the Q(P) value of other path is updated every time a heartbeat message is transmitted; during update, the Q value on the right sides of the formulae is a Q value obtained after a path transmits a heartbeat message last time.

After the timer is overtime, the Q(P) value of other path is obtained according to receiving a situation of a heartbeat response message.

In the process of calculating a Q(P) value of a path, if a certain path is interrupted, the Q(P) value of the certain path is set to 0;

when two or more paths have the same quality evaluation values, the network device selects the preferred path firstly to transmit a data message, and then selects the current path to transmit a data message, and finally selects other path to transmit a data message; when the paths with the same quality evaluation values do not comprise the preferred path, the network device should firstly select the current path to transmit a data message.

And step 203: The network device uses an updated current path to transmit a data message, and the current processing flow is terminated.

**Embodiment 2:**

In this embodiment, a user selects a packet loss rate of a path, time delay magnitude, and a Path Maximum Transmission Unit (PMTU) as the factors affecting path network quality, and an evaluation function is defined as:

\[ H(P) = \text{PMTU}/\text{SRTT}(Q) \times 0.3 - 0.01 \times \]

wherein the H(P) can represent the maximum transmission capacity of a path; the PMTU represents the path maximum transmission unit, and a PMTU value of each path can be obtained with reference to a RFC1191 file; the SRTT represents a smooth round-trip cycle, used for measuring a time delay of a recent path, and is one of basic parameters of the SCTP; wherein an SRRT value of each path can be obtained with reference to the RFC4960 file; the Q represents a packet loss rate of the path; and the Q 0.5 represents the square root of a packet loss rate.

Here, the calculation of a Q value of a current path is: \( Q = (1-a)Q + a(R/S) \).
wherein the a is a smoothing parameter, the reciprocal of the a can be approximately interpreted as the number of transmitted messages affecting an evaluation result. For example, if a=0.01, the Q value is obtained from a packet loss rate of recent 100 messages, and a value of the a is taken from a range 0<a<1; to make the packet loss rate of the path be more correctly and quickly reflected by Q, a value of the a is preferably taken from a range 0.01<a<0.1;

the S is the number of data packets transmitted on the current path, the detailed explanation of the S can be seen in the RFC4096 file; after a timer is started, 1 is added to the S every time one data packet is transmitted;

the R is the number of data packets confirmed on the current path; after the timer is started, 1 is added to the R every time one data packet is confirmed; every time a receiving end receives one data packet, it returns one corresponding confirmed data packet to the network.

After the timer is overtime, a Q value of the current path is calculated according to confirmed S and R values; and after the Q value of the current path is calculated, the S and R values are cleared.

The calculation of a Q value of other path is: after the timer is started, every time the network device receives an effective heartbeat response message, the Q value is updated to: Q=Q-x-aQ+x, when no heartbeat response message is received within a specified time, the Q value is updated to: Q=(1-a)Q. Here, a value of the a is the same as a value of the a in the calculation of a Q value of the current path; the effective heartbeat response message refers to a heartbeat response message received within the time specified by the SCTP; the Q value of other path is updated once every time a heartbeat message is transmitted; during update, the Q value on the right sides of the formulae is a Q value obtained after the path transmits a heartbeat message last time.

After the timer is overtime, the Q value of other path is obtained according to a receiving situation of a heartbeat response message; the starting of triggering of the timer and the duration of the timer can adopt the triggering principle and the duration of a timer which is used in heartbeat message transmission in the existing SCTP; the specifications of RFC2960 and RFC4960 files can be referred to for details; 0.001 is set as the denominator in division for preventing overflow when a packet loss rate is 0.

In the two methods for obtaining an quality evaluation value described above, a quality evaluation value of a path is obtained by transmitting and receiving data or heartbeat response messages on the path, the network device can be considered to obtain a quality evaluation value of a path passively.

Embodiment 3:
In this embodiment, the network device acquires a quality evaluation value of a path by adopting a special detection heartbeat message. Specifically, a user still selects a packet loss rate of a path, time delay magnitude, and a PMTU of the path as the factors affecting path network quality, and an evaluation function is defined as:

\[ H(P) = \text{PMTU(Tw(Q)/0.5)}^{0.01} \]

wherein the H(P) can represent the maximum transmission capacity of the path;

the PMTU represents the path maximum transmission unit;
the T represents a time delay of the path; Q represents a packet loss rate of the path, and (Q/0.5) represents the square root of the packet loss rate.

Here, a method for calculating the Q value is shown in FIG. 3, comprising the following steps:

- **Step 301:** after a timer is started, the network device transmits a path quality detection heartbeat message to each path; here, the starting of triggering of the timer and the duration of the timer can adopt the triggering principle and the duration of a timer which is used in heartbeat message transmission in the existing SCTP; the specifications of RFC2960 and RFC4960 can be referred to for details;

  the existing SCTP specifies that a heartbeat message is not needed to be transmitted when a data message is transmitted. Different from the existing SCTP, the path quality detection heartbeat message is transmitted on all the paths in the present disclosure, so that each path has the same sampling model;

  the path quality detection heartbeat message can define a new heartbeat type so as to distinguish the heartbeat message in the existing SCTP. Specifically, the new heartbeat type can be defined with reference to a specified format in RFC4960; the path quality detection heartbeat message is selected as large as possible, for example, close to the size of the PMTU, so as to ensure the reliability to obtain an H value; the reachability of the path quality detection heartbeat message will not affect the on/off counting of the path;

- **Step 302:** the number S of the path quality detection heartbeat messages transmitted on each path and the number R of corresponding received path quality detection heartbeat response messages are recorded;

  here, to ensure the reliability of a detection result, an S value should be the number of sufficient detection messages, for example, a numerical value from 10 to 100;

- **Step 303:** a packet loss rate Q of each path is calculated according to a formula Q=R/S after the timer is overtime.

Here, the starting of triggering of the timer and the duration of the timer can adopt the triggering principle and the duration of a timer which is used in heartbeat message transmission in the existing SCTP; the specifications of RFC2960 and RFC4960 files can be referred to for details.

The calculation method of the T value is specifically:

\[ S_{n}=S_{n-1}+(T_{n}-T_{n-1}) \]

wherein the S_{n} represents an accumulated transmission time delay, T_{n} represents a time stamp of transmission of a path quality detection heartbeat message, which is included in the path quality detection heartbeat message to be transmitted; T_{n-1} represents the time of receiving the path quality detection heartbeat response message; after the timer is started, an Initial Retransmission Timeout value is selected as an initial ST value; the Initial Retransmission Timeout value may be a specific numerical value obtained from the RFC4960 file; after the timer is overtime, the path transmits n path quality detection heartbeat messages, obtains the accumulated transmission time delay of the n path quality detection heartbeat messages, and obtains a T value of the path according T=ST/R.

Here, after the Q value and T value of the path are calculated, the S, R and ST, values are cleared, and an H(P) value of the path is further calculated according to the calculated Q value and T value.

The RFC in the above solution refers to a Request for Comments, which is a series of numbered files. The file collects relevant information about Internet, and software files of UNIX and Internet community, for example, RFC1191 is a file related to PMTU, and how to determine a PMTU value of each path can be found here.

To implement the above method, the present disclosure further provides an apparatus for multi-homing path selection of SCTP as shown in FIG. 4, wherein the apparatus comprises a calculation module 41, a comparison module 42 and a path selection module 43, wherein
the calculation module 41 is configured to start quality evaluation of paths, calculate a quality evaluation value of each path, and transmit the quality evaluation value of each path calculated to the comparison module 42; the comparison module 42 is configured to, after receiving the quality evaluation value transmitted by the calculation module 41, compare the quality evaluation value of each path, and transmit a path with the highest quality evaluation value to the path selection module 43; and

the path selection module 43 is configured to select the path with the highest quality evaluation value to transmit a data message after receiving the path with the highest quality evaluation value transmitted by the comparison module 42.

Wherein the calculation module 41 can define an appropriate evaluation function according to selected part of factors affecting path network quality, in order to calculate a quality evaluation value;

When two or more paths have the same quality evaluation values, the path selection module 43 firstly selects a preferred path to transmit a data message, and then selects a current path to transmit a data message, and finally selects other path to transmit a data message; when the paths with the same quality evaluation values do not comprise the preferred path, the path selection module 43 firstly selects the current path to transmit a data message, and then selects other path to transmit a data message.

The above are only preferred embodiments of the present disclosure and not intended to limit the scope of protection of the present disclosure. Any modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements or the like within the spirit and principle of the present disclosure shall fall within the scope of protection of the present disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. An apparatus for multi-homing path selection of a Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), comprising: a calculation module, a comparison module and a path selection module; wherein

the calculation module is configured to start quality evaluation of paths, calculate a quality evaluation value of each path, and transmit the quality evaluation value of each path calculated to the comparison module;

the comparison module is configured to, after receiving the quality evaluation value transmitted by the calculation module, compare the quality evaluation value of each path, and transmit a path with a highest quality evaluation value to the path selection module; and

the path selection module is configured to select the path with the highest quality evaluation value to transmit a data message after receiving the path with the highest quality evaluation value transmitted by the comparison module;

wherein when two or more paths have same quality evaluation values and paths with the same quality evaluation values comprise a preferred path, the path selection module firstly selects the preferred path to transmit a data message, and then selects a current path to transmit a data message, and finally selects other path to transmit a data message; when two or more paths have same quality evaluation values and paths with the same quality evaluation values do not comprise the preferred path, the path selection module firstly selects the current path to transmit a data message, and then selects other path to transmit a data message.

2. A method for multi-homing path selection of a Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP), comprising:

starting quality evaluation of paths by a network device, and calculating a quality evaluation value of each path; comparing the quality evaluation value of each path, and selecting a path with a highest quality evaluation value to transmit a data message;

the method further comprises: when two or more paths have same quality evaluation values and paths with the same quality evaluation values comprise a preferred path, the network device firstly selects the preferred path to transmit a data message, and then selects a current path to transmit a data message, and finally selects other path to transmit a data message; when two or more paths have same quality evaluation values and paths with the same quality evaluation values do not comprise the preferred path, the network device firstly selects the current path to transmit a data message.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein a factor which triggers the calculating of a quality evaluation value of each path comprises one or any combination of: timer timeout, event trigger, network congestion, and reaching of a preset number of times of retransmissions.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the starting quality evaluation of paths and calculating a quality evaluation value Q(P) of each path is:

wherein the S is a number of transmitted data packets, and after a timer is started, 1 is added to the S every time one data packet is transmitted; and the R is a number of confirmed data packets, and 1 is added to the R every time one data packet is confirmed; the Q is a Q(P) value obtained after a path transmits a heartbeat message last time; calculation of a quality evaluation value Q(P) of other path is: every time a network device receives an effective heartbeat response message, the Q(P) value is updated to: Q(P) = (1−a)Q+a; when no heartbeat response message is received within a specified time, the Q(P) value is updated to: Q(P) = (1−a)Q; the Q(P) value of other path is obtained according to a receiving situation of a heartbeat response message; a value of the a is taken from a range which is greater than 0.01 and smaller than 0.1.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the starting quality evaluation of paths and calculating a quality evaluation value H(P) of each path is:

wherein the PMTU represents a path maximum transmission unit; the SRTT represents a smooth round-trip cycle; the Q represents a packet loss rate of a path; and (Q)^0.5 represents a square root of the packet loss rate; calculation of a Q value of a current path is: Q = (1−a)Q+a (R/S);
the S is a number of transmitted data packets, and after a timer is started, 1 is added to the S every time one data packet is transmitted; and the R is a number of confirmed data packets, and 1 is added to the R every time one data packet is confirmed; calculation of a Q value of other path is: every time a network device receives an effective heartbeat response message, the Q value is updated to: Q = (1−a)Q+a; when no heartbeat response message is received within a specified time, the Q value is updated to: Q = (1−a)Q; the Q value of other path is obtained according to a receiving situation of a heartbeat response message; and
a value of the a is taken from a range which is greater than 0.01 and smaller than 0.1.

6. The method according to claim 3, wherein the starting quality evaluation of paths and calculating a quality evaluation value \( H(P) \) of each path is:

\[
H(P) = \text{PMTU}(T_{tx}(Q) \cdot 0.5\pm0.001);
\]

the T represents a time delay of a path.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein a calculation method of the Q comprises:

transmitting path quality detection heartbeat messages to each path after a timer is started;

recording a number \( S \) of path quality detection heartbeat messages transmitted on each path, and a number \( R \) of corresponding received path quality detection heartbeat response messages; and

calculating a packet loss rate \( Q \) of each path according to \( Q = \frac{S}{R} \) after the timer is overtime.

8. The method according to claim 6, wherein a calculation method of the T value comprises:

\[
T_{tx}(Q) = T_2 - T_1;
\]

after a timer is overtime, a path transmits a path quality detection heartbeat messages, obtains an accumulated transmission time delay \( T_{tx} \) of the n path quality detection heartbeat messages, and obtains a T value of the path according to \( T = \frac{T_{tx}}{R} \).

9. The method according to claim 2, wherein the starting quality evaluation of paths and calculating a quality evaluation value \( Q(P) \) of each path is:

\[
Q(P) = (1-a)Q + a;
\]

wherein the \( S \) is a number of transmitted data packets, and after a timer is started, \( I \) is added to the \( S \) every time one data packet is transmitted; and the \( R \) is a number of confirmed data packets, and \( L \) is added to the \( R \) every time one data packet is confirmed;

the \( Q \) is a \( Q(P) \) value obtained after a path transmits a heartbeat message last time;

calculation of a quality evaluation value \( Q(P) \) of other path is: every time a network device receives an effective heartbeat response message, the \( Q(P) \) value is updated to \( Q(P) = (1-a)Q + a \); when no heartbeat response message is received within a specified time, the \( Q(P) \) value is updated to \( Q(P) = (1-a)Q \);

the \( Q(P) \) value of other path is obtained according to receiving situation of a heartbeat response message; a value of the \( a \) is taken from a range which is greater than 0.01 and smaller than 0.1.

10. The method according to claim 2, wherein the starting quality evaluation of paths and calculating a quality evaluation value \( H(P) \) of each path is:

\[
H(P) = \text{PMTU}(T_{tx}(Q) \cdot 0.5\pm0.001);
\]

the PMTU represents a path maximum transmission unit; the SRTT represents a smooth round-trip cycle; the Q represents a packet loss rate of a path; and \( Q \cdot 0.5 \) represents a square root of the packet loss rate;

calculation of a \( Q \) value of a current path is:

\[
Q = (1-a)Q + a;
\]

the S is a number of transmitted data packets, and after a timer is started, \( I \) is added to the \( S \) every time one data packet is transmitted; and the \( R \) is a number of confirmed data packets, and \( L \) is added to the \( R \) every time one data packet is confirmed;

calculation of a \( Q \) value of other path is: every time a network device receives an effective heartbeat response message, the \( Q \) value is updated to \( Q = (1-a)Q + a \); when no heartbeat response message is received within a specified time, the \( Q \) value is updated to \( Q = (1-a)Q \);

the \( Q \) value of other path is obtained according to a receiving situation of a heartbeat response message; and a value of the \( a \) is taken from a range which is greater than 0.01 and smaller than 0.1.

11. The method according to claim 2, wherein the starting quality evaluation of paths and calculating a quality evaluation value \( H(P) \) of each path is:

\[
H(P) = \text{PMTU}(T_{tx}(Q) \cdot 0.5\pm0.001);
\]

the T represents a time delay of a path.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein a calculation method of the \( T \) comprises:

transmitting path quality detection heartbeat messages to each path after a timer is started;

recording a number \( S \) of path quality detection heartbeat messages transmitted on each path, and a number \( R \) of corresponding received path quality detection heartbeat response messages; and

calculating a packet loss rate \( Q \) of the path according to \( Q = \frac{S}{R} \) after the timer is overtime.

13. The method according to claim 11, wherein a calculation method of the \( T \) comprises:

\[
T_{tx}(Q) = T_2 - T_1;
\]

after a timer is overtime, a path transmits a path quality detection heartbeat messages, obtains an accumulated transmission time delay \( T_{tx} \) of the n path quality detection heartbeat messages, and obtains a T value of the path according to \( T = \frac{T_{tx}}{R} \).